Ministry of Environment Site Profile - Exemption Declaration

The Ministry of Environment (MoE) and municipal governments administer the Site Profile process as a screening mechanism to identify potential contaminated sites in British Columbia. The *Environmental Management Act* (EMA) and *Contaminated Sites Regulation* (CSR) define when and what types of activities warrant submission of a Site Profile. Triggers for Site Profile submissions to the City of Vancouver include:

- **ALL** applications for zoning, subdivision, development (including variance), demolition, or soil removal (development/build permit for contaminated soil excavation in the City of Vancouver) permits.
- Decommissioning a Schedule 2 use site.

In accordance with the EMA/CSR, the City of Vancouver requests Site Profiles for the above triggers; however, select exemptions identified in the EMA/CSR may apply.

### Exemption Declaration

In support of a ____________ permit application at ____________________________, Vancouver, BC, I confirm the following exemption applies:

- [ ] The site has always been used for single family residential use without any CSR Schedule 2 uses (e.g., drug lab, grow-op, backyard mechanic).
- [ ] The MoE Site Registry contains a Site Profile (attach) that accurately reflects my knowledge of the site.
- [ ] Demolition work does not involve site decommissioning or soil disturbance beyond that incidental to the demolition.
- [ ] The development/development variance application does not involve any soil disturbance or excavation.
- [ ] The entire parcel has a MoE Instrument (attach AIP, CoC, or Negative Determination) and no new contamination exists at the parcel since the Instrument was issued.
- [ ] The site has a MoE letter of comfort (pre April 1997 - attached) and a CSAP Approved Professional’s letter confirming there has been no new contamination.
- [ ] Other (please identify and attach supporting information).

Property Owner/Representative Signature ________________________________

Property Owner ________________________________ Date: ________________

(Print Name)

Contact information ________________________________
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